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ABSTRACT 

The technique of field modelling is applied to predict lbe 
indoor air movement and convective be:u transfer induced by 
thermal sources in big enclosures. This is achieved by solving a 
system of partial differenila.l equations describing the conservation 
of momentum, enthaply and mass. The k-e model is used to 
describe the turbulent effect. The equations are discretized using 
finite difference method and solved by the Semi-Irnplict-Method-for 
Pressure-Linked-Equations-Revised (SIMPLER) scheme. 
Examples taken co illus1ra1e the capability of the model are the smoke 
movement pattern in an atrium fire, pan of an air-conditioned 
atrium, the ventilation of a big cargo ierminal and a tire comparanent 
for validating the field model. The predicted results arc particularly 
useful for critizing the performance of the mechanical system in 
those big spaces. 

( 1) INTROQJJCTION 

The technique of applying higher-level mathematical model 
(see e.g. Whittle 1987, 1988; Alamadori et al. 1986), or known as 
field modelling technique (Spalding 1980), has now become a 
design tool to predict the airflow and temperature induced by 
mechanical systems inside enclosures. A set of panial differential 
equations describing conservation of momentum. enthalpy, and 
sometimes chemical species is solved numerically from the present 
knowledge on computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer 
(Patankar 1981; Minkowycz et al. 1988). Resuhs predicted can be 
used to assess the performance (Barker and Lam 1986; 
Jedrzejewska-Scibak and Lipins.ki 1988) of HVAC systems installed 
in buildings with different configurations as well as smoke 
movement pattern (Markaios et al l 982. Bos et al 1984., Chow 
1989, Rhodes 1989) in an enclosed fire and hence optimum design 
can be achieved. This method is much bener than extracting 
information from physical models (Jackman 1973) as the 
experimental studies will be too expensive. Also, the results 
achieved for a cenain configuration might not apply 10 others. 
Funher, predicting the thermally induced airflow and temperature 
distribution for air-conditioned spaces such as an atrium, factory, or 
shopping mall , are especially useful in assessing diffuser spacing, 
cooling load, and dispersion of contaminantS. 

Ostrach (1972); Turner (1973); Jaluria (1980); Bejan (1984); 
and Arpaci and Larsen (1987) review the extensive studies on 
natural convection inside an enclosure carried out during the past 
two decades. Others include the vorticity/scream function approach 
for computing the air diffuser performance index (Nielsen 1974, 
1975).; sizing of heat using two-dimensional laminar flow (Chu et al 
1976); studies on nonbuoyant and weakly buoyant flow induced by 
mechanical hearing systems for ventilation assessment (Hjertager 
and Magnussen 1977); srudies 011 the two-dimensional flow induced 
by a venical isothermal surface (Plumb and Kennedy 1977); the 
isothermal flow induced by ceiling mounted diffusers with the 
standard-dissipation model and a 'large eddy simulation' approach 
on a rectangular enclosure (Sakamoto and Matsuo 1980); using the 
k-e model with the CHAMPION code (Reinartz and Renz 1984, 
Almndari et al . 1986, Markatos et al 1982, Bos et al 1984); the 
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lhree-dimensional simulation using k-e based on the PHOENICS 
code and for cooling load calculation of ACCURACY (Chen ~" al. 
1988, Chen et al 1988) on the smoke movement prediction 
JASMTNE (Cox and Kumar 1987); the vector potential approach 
(Ozoe ct al. 1980. Yamazaki et al. 1987) on a ventilated cubic 
enclosure; the more recent works of Murakami (1987, 1988, 1990) 
on clean room design· works with moisture (Chow 1989) and on 
aoium air-conditioning air flow (lMechE 1990). 

Works of this kind becomes more and more popular and this 
article illustrated how it can be used as a design tool. The 
temperature and aerodynamics are predicted by a self-developed 
computer package (Chow 1989. Chow and Leung 1989) for solving 
the set of conservation equations for mean flow and enthalpy using 
the k-e model (Spalding 1980). 

Section (2) of this paper describes the field model. Section 
(3) describes the numerical experiments that have been performed on 
an aO"ium fire and Section (4) describes on the simulation in pan of 
an air-conditioned atrium, Section (5) on t.he study in a ventilated 
cargo terminal. and Section (6) on validating the field model by a 
full-scale physical model (Markatos et al 1982). The model is useful 
for building services engineers for designing mechanical system. 
The paper ends in Section (7) with a conclusion. 

(2) FIELD MODEL 

A field model (Spalding 1980; Patankar 1981: Chow and 
Leung 1988) is able to predict the convective field of flow and 
temperature induced by the thermal sources within an enclosure. 
The resultant air flow is turbulent because the inertial force due to 
density differences is much greater than the viscous one. An 
analytical solution for the air flow and temperaturc cannot be 
achieved. Even present computer systems have difficulty in 
predicting the instantaneous momentum. density, pressure. 
enthalpy. and moisture. But the average of these variables is useful 
for engineering and can be computed using turbulent model. Any 
avenige value is related to the instaneous value cl>, by : 

... ( 1) 

where q,• is the fluctuation. 

The set of equations describing conservation laws on ~. can 

be transformed into a form in <? with the fluctuation ~· terms 
separated out, i.e. 

a ... 
dt(pcl>) +div [p v <?- r.gradcp] = s. . .. (2) 

-+ 
where p is the density of air, S • is the source tenn of ell and V is the 
air velocity vector which can be expressed in terms of its 
components u, v, and win a three-dimensional Cartesian coocdinate 
(x-y-z) system as : 
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V = ux + vy + wz ... (3) 

Different turbulent models are proposed to close this set of 

equations. The k-e model is used in this model. In this way, $ 
becomes the mean values of u, v, w, enthalpy h, moisture content 

(or humidity ratio) f and turbulence parameters k, e; r. is the 

effective diffusivity for$. The corresponding effective diffusivity 
and source terms are shown in Table l. Note that the turbulent 

viscosity is expressed in terms of k and£ as : 

c pk
2 

µ =.::::J2..!:..:: 
' e 

... (4) 

For the enthalpy equation, (i.e. $ = h) the source term Sh will 

have a fire source described by the thermal power~: 

... (5) 

The set of equations given by (2) are solved numerically 
using the control volume method. The enclosure is first divided into 

a number of control volumes as shown in Figure 1. A variable $ at 
the node P is expressed in tenns of the values at its neighbor, i.e. at 
points X+, X-, E, W, N. and S through the coefficients ll,c., ll,c_• a,;. 
llw• !ls• and ~ after integrating over the concrol volume : 

where 

b = s. 6:t + p· $"At 
P P At 

.. (6) 

... (8) 

with c1>; and p; are the values at P in an earlier time interval At. The 

source term S
1 
is linearized over the control volume At as : 

... (9) 
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The coefficient ll,c. is expressed by the Power Law scheme 
as: 

with 

A(I XI)= [0, (1 - 0.11X1)5
] 

[a, b] :. greater value of a and b. 

... (10) 

... (11) 

... (12) 

... ( 13) 

... ( 14) 

where r X• is the diffusion coefficieni evaluated at the point X+. 
Similar expressions can be derived for F x.• P x-• Dx.• etc. Numerical 
s~hemes, such ~ the SIMPLER (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure 
Ltnked Equauons) or the PISO (Pressure-Implicit-Splitting-

Operator) are used to solve for u, v, w, h. k, and e. The details are 
described elsewhere (e.g. Patan.kar 1980 and Issa et al 1986) and 
will not be repeated here. The air is assumed to obey the ideal gas 
law; so densiiy can be calculated from the temperature T : 

P=pRT ... ( 15) 

Further, an under-relaxation technique (Patankar 1981) is 
used to ensure stability by limiting the changes occurring in the 

coefficient a+ of the variable $ with an appropriate relaxation factor 

a. The value of$ computed at a certain iteration (denoted by$";,", is 

related to its value at a previous one c!>~d by : 

... (16) 

Equation (5) together with (16) are solved using a tridiagonal 
matrix (TOM) techique. The solid boundary condition is imposed 
by the wall function (Launder and Spalding 1973). Here, the shear 

stress 'tw is a constant value for a near-wall node and the velocity 
parallel to the wall is fined by a logarithm function, i.e. : 

with 

K Cl/l klll 
't - p, 0 . p u, 
• in(Ey) 

ell• kl/2 
y"= o Pe p Ye 

,.,, 

... (17) 

... ( 18) 

P is a near-wall node at a distance Yr away from the wall. 
No-slip condition is used to compute near-wall velocity 
components. For the enthalpy equation, an adiabatic wall condition 
is applied at the near-wall grid node. Near-wall turbulence 

parameters k and e are computed under the assumptions : 

Jy P ed - C314 k312 _!__ 1 (E •) o Y- o PK n Y ... (19) 

... (20) 



The derivative of variables normal to a free surface is taken 
as zero as suggested by Harlow and Welch (l 965) and armospheric 
pressure is specified ou1side the fr::e ~oundaries. lnilial panerns for 
velocity components u, v, and w inside the enclosure are guessed; 
pressure is assumed 10 be at one atmospheric pressure, the values k 
and E are d~fined as I0' 12Jkg·1 and 10·11Jkg·1s·1

• [teration is 
performed until the resulls converge. 

(3) ATRIUM FIRE 

Tiie atrium (e.g. Saxon 1986, IMechE 1990), sometimes 
known as "1he third-generation design" in languages of fire design 
(e.g. Morgan 1986), has become·a staple design feature in most 
tvpes new buildings .in Hong Kong. Representative examples 
include the Hong Kong Bank, Bank of China and the Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Centre. Actually, this is an old 
:irchitecturaJ concept having a history of over two 1housand years. 
But in those modem buildings, ii means an opening through rwo or 
more floor levels, that is closed at the top and is not defined as a 
ma11. It can also be visualized as a centroida1, interior, daylit space 
in a buildings. Although the atrium design is appreciated by 
designers and building users for its aesthetic, functional and 
economical. However, regardless of other 1echnical problems, 
special ;mention most be paid 10 the risk of fire. 

Knowledge on the fire environment within tho atira is very 
imponant for designing appropriaie safe1y system vital element of 
architectural design. Previous fire research resultS (e.g. Markatos et 
al 1982) show smoke is the major problem to be solved. A large 
quantity of it will be evolved from thermal decomposition of a wide 
range of building and fumirure materials such as timber. synthetic 
polymeric materials etc. Even a very low concemration of smoke 
will bring sereve problems. When there is a fire, smoke will be 
accumulated in lhe open space. It will be spreaded rapidly between 
floors through the unrestricted atrium in both the horizontal and 
venical direction. Therefore, even a small fire in an atrium building 
will generate a very large quantity of smoke due to air entrainment. 
The dense and toxic smoke creates great difficulties for fire fighting. 
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In order to understand smoke movement in a common atrium 
building, the field modelling technique is used to simulate the fire 
environments within such structures. As described above, smoke 
spreading mechanism in an atrium is imponant and heat transfer 
from the fire source does not bring much problems at the growth 
stage. Th~ combustion processes only occur at the plume. 
Therefore, 1t becomes a convective problem induced by a thermal 
S<;iurce .. To sim.plify the pi~ture and save 1he computing time, a two
d1menstonal s1mulauon is performed. The simulation is good 
enough for justifying the physical picture in a linear atrium (Saxon 
I ~86). An atrium spac~ shown in Fig. 2 with a height of 9.5m and 
width 4.5m, a fire of size Im, 1hennal power 0.25 MW is used to 
demonsuate how a field model works. Resuhs on air flow field and 
tem~crature predicted are shown in Fig. 3. Obviously, air is 
fl<;iwtng upward and a h0t layer is found at the tap indicating smoke 
will be accumulated. To justify the result predicted, a 1/10 scaled 
model (C~ow & ~g 1991) showing the flow pauem with aluminium 
powder 1s considered. Water is used as 1he fluid medium 
accounting for the scaling effect. An upward current is found and 
th.is is consistent with the predicted results as shown in Fig. 4. 

(b) TEMPERATURE CONTOUR 

FIGURE 3 
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(4) AIR-CONDITIONED ATRIUM 

An air-conditioned atrium shown in Figure 5 is considered. 
Since only the air-conditioning system induced flow is simulated, it 
is unnecessary to consider the whole enclosure. The lower part is of 
interest and therefore simulation is different from the case for 
airflow induced by fire as in above. Obviously, the whole atrium 
has to be considered there. However, the aaium in this example is 
kept initially at 303 K and a moisrure ratio of 0.0248. The enclosUIC 
is divided into 31 x 30 x 9 = 17670 nodes. Cool air enters the space 
at 1 m/s, air temperature of 293 K and a moisture ratio of 0.0134. 
The air moisture ratio f is also computed (Chow 1989) and coupled 
with the temperature. The transient temperature variation as 
indicated by the 295K contour surface is shown in Fig. 6 together 
with the air velocity vecwrs diagram at 121 sec. Whh this predicted 
result, the 'transient' cooling in che aaium space can be visua.lized. 
Obviously, effect of varying the spacing of the air diffusers, air 
outlet velocity and etc. can all be visualired by this sort of results. 

• REGION OF COMPUTATION 

FIGURE 5 AIR-CONDITIONED ATRIUM BUILDING 

T • 2915 K 

(•l) n:MPERATllRE CON'rOl/R 
SURFACE AT !JS soc 

T • 205 K 

(a2) TEl.ll'ERA'l'URE cwrol1R 
SURFACE AT 93 soo 

(•O) TEMPERATURE CONTOUR 
SURFACE AT l2l soc 

(b) Vf.l.OCn'V P:..tt'ERN A't' l2l sec 

--1 m/s 

FIGURI': G : ?P.l':DICTED HESULTS 

(S) YENTU.ATED CARGO IERMlNAL 

A large enclosed cargo terminal of length 224m and width 
128m show~ in Fig. 7 is considered. The space is used for loading 
and unloading goods from the containers. ft is installed with 
ventilation system composed of five bigger fans and one hundred 
and two smaller fans for providing sufficient ventilation. An 
exis1ing_ ventilarin!; rate of 158.8 m1/s is available using this 
mechanical extracuon system. Al peak season, there will be 
hundreds of persons and a large number of vehicle tractors inside. 
I~ ord~r to e~s~ sufficiem air flow is achieved for avoiding scuffy 
rur, a s1mulaoon 1s performed to find out the air movement at various 
IC?catio_ns un~er n~~al working si!uation. Again, a two· 
dimensional s1mulanon 1s used for reducing the computing time and 
memory. Th.e predicted result on the air flow pauem is shown in 
Fig. 8. Design operating points can be made by varying the fan 
speed to get good air movement pattern. 
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F1GURE 7 CONFIGURATION OF CARGO TERMINAL 
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FIGURE B PREDICTED FLOW FIELD FOR TUNNEL 

(6) VALIDATION 

The fire model (Chow & Leung I 989) can been validated by 
comparing with the experimental data mcnsured at the Fire Research 
Station. United Kingdom (Markatos et al 1982). The configuration 
of the enclosure is shown in Fig. 9 with the fire size and location 
described. This is a good physicaJ model for validating fire field 
model. The predicted temperature and velocity profile at 5.76m 
away from the rear wall arc compared with the experimental data as· 
shown in Fig. 10. Very good agreement between the two is 
achieved. 
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(7) CONCLJ!SJONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present 
analysis : 

1 . The distribution of airflow pattern and temperature induced by. 
thermal sources in an enclosure can be predicted using the field 
modelling technique (Spalding 1980). Here, turbulent effect is 
described by the k-e model and the equations for the primitive 
variables are solved by the SIMPLER scheme (Patankar 
1980). This is very useful for studying smoke movement, air
conditioning ventilation etc. large enclosures such as an 
atrium. 

2. An atria fire, an air-conditioned atrium and a ventilated cargo 
terminal are taken as examples for applying field model to 
predict airflow and heat transfer in large enclosures. From the 
predicted results, it is possible to assess the mechanical 
designs for the enclosures concerned. 

3. The programs run on a minicomputer with a CPU time of up 
to 16 hr for each job. This is quite expensive but is tolerable 
when the precise indoor enviornmental conditions in large 
enclosures have to be known. 

4 . Further investigational works are to be carried out for 
improving the current situation. For simulating fire in the 
'burning' region. combustion has to be considered in order to 
have a good estimate on the rate of heat released from the 
objects. Otherwise the model is only good for predicting 
smoke movement and the effectiveness of smoke control 
systems. 
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5. 

6. 

For simulating air-conditioned space, a detailed study on the 
coupled heat-mass transfer mu.st be made to clarify t~e 
efficiency of moisture ex[racuo~. The thermody~a1!11c 
equations are to be solved and mo1srnre effects of building 
mate.rials, especially, porous ones such as concrete, are to be 
studied. 

Experiments in f~ll-scnle mode.I s~ou!d be carried out .m 
provide relevant mput data for tuning . the model. . In-Situ 
measurements on smoke movement, moisture excracuon and 
etc. would also help in validaring the predicted results. 
Measurements of the moisture distribution in larger buildings 
such as an air-conditioned atrium is particularly desirable in 
tropical areas as dehumidification is important. This is in 
progress and will be reported in separate papers. 

TABLE 1 

r.necnve 
Variable diffusivity Source of cl>: s. 

$ for cl> 

r. 
1 0 0 

u µoff 
~ a au a av d dw 

- + dx (µ, dx) + dv (µ, dx) +dz(µ, dx) 

v µoff 
~ d du d dv d dw 

- y + dx (µ, dy) + dy (µ, dy) +dz(µ, ry) 

+ g (p- pJ 

w µoff * d du d dv d aw - + dx (µ,dz) +av(µ, dz) +dz(µ, dZ) 

h c&+~) 0 (if no fire source) 
cr1 cr, 

Q, (in fire source) 

k !:ill a, - pe + G8 
cr, 

!:.ii e i 
e c1 iC ca,+ G8 ) Cl + C3Rr) - c2 PI 

cr. 

with the following parameters : 

µ, ff µ,+µ1 

(ul' ui' u,. are now in tensor form) 

1.3 ; Rr is the flux Richardson number 



NOMENCLATURE 

s. 
T 
g 
h 
k 
p 
t 
U, V, W 

empirical constants in the turbulence model 
specific heat of the gas mixture at constant pressure 
generation terms for the turbulent kinetic energy 
equation 

source tenn in the differential equation for <I> 

absolute temperarun: 
acceleration due to gravity 
stagnation enthalpy of the moistened air 
rurbulenc kinetic energy 
static pressure 
time 

- velocity components in the (Cartesian) co-ordinate 
directions x, y, and z, respectively 
karman constant 
distance of near wall grid node from the wall 

GREEK SYMBOLS 

effective exchange coefficient of the property 

turbulent energy dissipation rate 

general fluid property 

absolute viscosity of the gas mixture 

turbulent Prandtl number of the property 

relaxation factor 
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